CITY OF LOS ANGELES

PLAN AND SECTIONS, SHOWING DETAILS FOR CONVERSION OF FLUSHING MANHOLE INTO BURNS' FLUSHTANK

A.C. HANSEN, CITY ENGINEER

Approved 11-20-1919

A. C. HANSEN
City Engineer

For Burns' Flusher, see Plans 28137(*1), 28086(*2).

1/2 Cement Plaster

SECTION A-A

(Cast Iron Base Frame in Place)

SECTION B-B

NOTES

1. Proposed work shown cross-hatched.
2. Burns' Flusher No. 1 will be used where depth from top of cover to invert varies between 5'-6" and 6'-6" above 6'-6", Flusher No. 2 to be used.
3. Stop-cock to be replaced with jet-meter shown on Plan 28086.
4. Flap-valve at outlet to be removed to City coral.
5. Completed work must conform to Notes a to g inclusive Plan No. 28086
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